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Lindsay Wright
Running For At Large (five positions open)

Number of Years in FYHA 4

Children or Dependents in FYHA I have two children who play hockey for FYHA. Victoria - who
for the 2022-23 was a first year U12, and Aubrianna - who fo
the 2022-23 was a first year U10

Prior FYHA Experience (board
member, coach, volunteer, etc.)

For the last 3 years I have dedicated my time to assistant
coaching both of my daughters' teams. I've spent 2
seasons with the U8's, 3 seasons with the U10's, and 1
season with the U12's. Each of those seasons I have also
volunteered my time to help with the pre-tryout clinics and
attend coaches meetings. My time as an assistant coach
has gone way beyond passing pucks at practice, and
opening bench doors. I have poured my heart into
providing a fun experience for the girls I have coached.
They are all pushed to succeed, supported, and built up
with confidence!

Previous and Current Hockey
Experience

My previous hockey experience is limited to mostly youth
hockey - However, in my adulthood I have taken up adult
co-ed hockey, mostly to refine my skills to apply to
coaching.

Why I am Running for the Board "If you have time to complain - than you have the time to
do something about it"... With that being said, I want to be
a part of the FYHA board to see forward advancement in
our youth hockey program as a whole. To me that starts
with being an involved, and receptive member - one who is
approachable, and willing to advocate for the families that
make up our association. Specifically, I am passionate
about growing our girl's hockey program - building strong,
confident gals who represent the tiger tone! I believe our
association needs more female voices representing FYHA,
and more female coaches! Second to that, I personally



want to see some change, those include: 1. Continued
coaching collaboration with continued support from the
High School Coaches 2. A change to the percentage of
"locked players" based on tryout scores - I believe 80% of
a team should be locked based on tryout score, as
opposed to allowing coaches to pick a majority - to me, the
current selection process defeats the purpose of the "PAID
- UNBIASED evaluators" that the association supports. 3.
UNPAID - unbiased evaluators for tryouts - Hockey is in all
the communities around us - I think we should push to
mutually work out a trade with another association. We
send our coaches to evaluate for them, they do the same.
Let's save some money and put it towards reduced cost on
ice bills, a new rink, more paid coaches, or continued skills
instruction for our players. 4. Specific to the upper-level
girl's teams (speaking from 2022-23 season perspective) -
I feel that try-outs were appropriately conducted - however,
it is my opinion that teams should not have been
announced until after the High School try-outs had
concluded, to avoid moves between the teams. I believe
that practices could have been conducted with a whole
group approach in the interim. The divide that situation had
caused undue tension on many of the players / families in
our association. While I understand and commend the
planning approach the association took - I want to be a
part of ensuring that does not happen again. 5. Better
bridging for the U8's / Mites for their advancement to U10/
Squirts - Opportunities to attend practices nearing the end
of the season with the next level up (U10 / Squirts) to learn
the fundamentals of full ice play like off-sides and icing.

Other information you should know
about me as it relates to my

perspective position on the FYHA
board

Above all else I am a mom who is endlessly passionate
about my children - their future - and invested in their
interests. Neither one of my children are all-star players -
as long as their skates are touching that ice, they are
happy! I want to see Farmington Hockey grow as an
organization - and I want to continue its' legacy so that
someday my children's children might enjoy it, just as they
do!


